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Abstract: Crop diseases reduce the yield of the crop or may even kill it. Over the past two years, as per the I.C.A.R., the production of chilies in the state of Goa has reduced drastically due to the presence of virus. Most of the plants flower very less or stop flowering completely. In rare cases when a plant manages to flower, the yield is substantially low. Proposed model detects the presence of disease in crops by examining the symptoms. The model uses an object detection algorithm and supervised image recognition and feature extraction using convolutional neural network to classify crops as infected or healthy. Google machine learning libraries, TensorFlow and Keras are used to build neural network models. An Android application is developed around the model for the ease of using the disease detection system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we describe an application of supervised image recognition and feature extraction using convolutional neural network and object detection algorithm Yolo9000 [1]. The application is Plant Disease Detection. We know that agriculture is backbone of Indian economy, it needs to grow and evolve in its practices. Technology has played important role in evolving agriculture practices since its beginning. Sometimes complex technologies and knowledge are unavailable to farmers.

Disease detection in crops requires various chemical tests, careful observations and laboratory equipment. With our approach farmer can just take picture of a crop and the model will predict if the crop has disease or not. Extensive work has been done in this field. We have surveyed some of the methods to detect plant diseases. Next section describes some of these methods.

II. RELATED WORK

In [2] it is said that most of the symptoms are seen on the leaves, stems and the fruit. Image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction in image and detection and classification using artificial neural network.

Images are captured using camera in RGB space. Preprocessing involves manually clipping and cropping image to get interested image region. Whereas in our method object detection is done by neural network. In this method the enhancement of the image is done by increasing the contrast.

Then histogram equalization is done which distributes the intensities of the image to enhance images. Features are then extracted using color, texture or morphology and classified using an ANN or BPNN algorithm in a recurrent neural network.

In the paper [3] authors proposed their system which takes a cropped image of the infected leaf from the user and processes the image. Their system is focused on 5 diseases, Alternaria alternate, Anthracnose, Cercospora, bacterial blight and leaf spot. Also, this system provides voice navigation. It consists of image preprocessing where the image is enhanced by removing noise. After this the image is transformed from the RGB color model to Lab color model to help cluster the segmented images easily. Next the image segmentation where the images are segmented into clusters using k-means and Otsu classifier. Further they perform feature extraction based on the shape and texture. Then finally the disease is identified. The project provides a solution to overcome from the leaf diseases and it also analyze the overall percentage of the affected leaf and its surrounding region.

Reference [4] proposed a system which is capable of detecting the disease from an image of plant leaf and even a fruit using MATLAB image processing. The structure of the system consists of image acquisition, image pre-processing, image segmentation, feature extraction, training classification and recognition. In image pre-processing they used various MATLAB code to resize image, to enhance contrast and RGB to grayscale conversion for further operations like creating clusters in segmentation. In segmentation they converted the image from RGB to Lab format and used K-means clustering method for partitioning of images into clusters in which at least one part of cluster contain image with major area of diseased part. The input image is partitioned into three clusters for good segmentation result. Feature extraction is carried out using Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). Training and classification are done using Support vector machine (SVM) and also K-means clustering. The disadvantage of SVM is that it supports only binary classification. This can be overcome by further manipulation which the authors of this project have made in order to carryout classification of multiple classes. Finally, the data is stored in the database.
All the methods used in various papers perform preprocessing which is vital to the problem and we shall use similar preprocessing - histogram equalization and brightness variations. The images are cropped manually in most cases which limits the number of leaves that can be examined at a time and requires manual work as well. Our system uses object detection algorithms to automatically detect the leaves.

III. PLANT DISEASE DETECTION MODEL
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The above schematic diagram is the overall overview of our leaf disease detection model. The steps involved are:

1. Data acquisition: Building raw dataset using videos and still images. This step also involves annotating the images for the purpose of supervised object detection.

2. Image Processing: This step involves performing histogram equalization, rescaling images, normalizing images, changing its brightness and performing rotations and flipping.

3. Data input pipeline deals with building true labels for images based on the configuration of the model. Data pipeline is also used to build batches of images in order to facilitate batch training.

4. Leaf detection and classification algorithm involves convolutional neural network and custom loss function to train the network. The detection algorithm is based on [1].

A. Data Acquisition
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As a part of dataset acquisition, we built dataset of infected and healthy G4 species of chilies. To build large dataset we have captured the video of crops and sampled video frames to obtain still images. Thus, for a same sample of plant we have slight variation with respect to the angle of shot.

Next, this dataset was labelled using labeling tool. By labelling means drawing the bounding boxes around the leaves and classifying them as infected or not_infected. Bounding boxes are stored in the format [xmin, ymin] and [xmax, ymax], which are top-left and bottom-right points of a bounding box. Multiple leaves have been labelled in a single image. Annotations are stored in PASCAL VOC format XML file.

The dataset was split into train and test data. The summary of data is given in Fig. 3
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B. Image Processing

Image processing involves increasing/decreasing the brightness of the image, performing histogram equalization so as to uniformly distribute the intensities. This is achieved using OpenCV library in python. To perform histogram equalization first the image in converted into Lab space from RGB. Then histogram equalization is performed and image is again transformed into RGB space from Lab space.

We randomly change the brightness of an image within the certain range to achieve data augmentation on the fly. Data augmentation is the method of virtually increasing the dataset size. We also perform random flipping of training images and bounding boxes about x axis, y axis and x-y axis. Random rotations with multiples of 90 are also performed to achieve data augmentation. The image’s tensor values are normalized to interval [0, 1] by performing scalar division by 255. The image is also scaled to the input size of the model. Although we have shown image processing as separate step, we perform image processing on-the-fly in our data input pipeline. This allows us control the options of performing histogram equalization and the range by which we want to vary the brightness.

C. Estimating Anchor Box Dimensions

Our model is based on object detection model mentioned in [1] and since [1] uses anchor boxes to generate bounding boxes we need to find best estimates of anchor box dimensions that fits our dataset using K-means clustering. We implemented Mini Batch K-means using following distance function as given in [1].

\[ \text{Distance (box, centroid)} = 1 - \text{IOU (box, centroid)} \]
D. Data Input Pipeline

Data input pipeline loads an image from the disk and its corresponding annotation XML file.

The output of this pipeline is the image tensor and a true tensor of shape \( \text{GRID}_{\text{size, size}} \times N_{\text{anchors}} \times (5 + N_{\text{classes}}) \).

We find the grid cells in which center of ground truth boxes lie. Such grid cells are said to be containing an object. For each such cell we generate \( N_{\text{anchors}} \) anchor boxes of defined width and height (estimated using K-means). We compute IOU of ground truth box lying in that grid cell with every \( k^{th} \) anchor box generated in that grid cell. This IOU is the confidence score \( c \) of that bounding box containing an object with respect to \( k^{th} \) anchor box responsible for its prediction. We also encode 4 coordinates \((x_{\text{center}}, y_{\text{center}}, \text{width}, \text{height})\) of the ground truth box. Each ground truth box has class label which is represented by one-hot vector encoding. If there are \( N_{\text{classes}} \) then size of one-hot vector is \( N_{\text{classes}} \) for each bounding box. Thus, for each ground truth box \( g \) containing an object, in cell \((i,j)\) and \( k^{th} \) anchor box being responsible for its prediction we have vector of size \( 5 + N_{\text{classes}} \) represented as

\[
[x_{\text{center}}, y_{\text{center}}, \text{width}, \text{height}, c_{gk}, c_{gC_1}, \ldots, c_{gC_{N_{\text{classes}}}}]\
\]

\( N_{\text{anchors}} \) Such vectors are generated for each grid cell containing an object. Note that \( c_{gk} = \text{IOU}(g, k^{th} \text{ground truth box}, k^{th} \text{anchor box}) \) is confidence score of containing an object. \( C_{g0}, \ldots, C_{gN_{\text{classes}}} \) in a vector representing a class.

Out of \( N_{\text{anchors}} \) boxes in a grid cell, 1 box having highest \( c_{gk} \) is considered responsible for detecting object in that grid cell. And this box is used to compute loss during training.

E. CNN Model

The base network model is VGG-16 [5] from which densely connected layers and last max pooling layer were removed. Six convolutional layers randomly initialized were added. A custom output layer which performs direct location prediction as mentioned in [1] was added. This custom layer also computes SoftMax probabilities over classes. The convolutional layers added were of following specifications

Table- I: Layers added to the base VGG-16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter size</th>
<th>Strides</th>
<th>Output channels</th>
<th>Padding</th>
<th>Activation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 x 3</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>VALID</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 3</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>VALID</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 3</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>VALID</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 3</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>VALID</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 3</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>VALID</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 x 1</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>( N_{\text{anchors}} \times (5 + N_{\text{classes}}) )</td>
<td>VALID</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Output layer of the network performs following direct location predictions as given in [1] and SoftMax predictions over \( N \) classes. We trained our model using Adam optimizer. The loss function used to train our model is similar to loss function defined in [6]. But here we consider class probabilities of all the \( N_{\text{anchors}} \) boxes predicted per grid cell to compute the loss. We consider only those boxes from predictions which correspond to the boxes that are responsible for predicting bounding box, in ground truth tensor for computing the loss.

Thus, error function we used is as follows,

\[
\text{loss} = \lambda_{\text{regression}} \times \text{loss}_{\text{regression}} + \lambda_{\text{classification}} \times \text{loss}_{\text{classification}}
\]

\[
\text{loss}_{\text{regression}} = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \sum_{k} \sum_{c} \left( \hat{y}_{ij} - y_{ij} \right)^2 + (n_{x} - \hat{n}_{x})^2 + (n_{y} - \hat{n}_{y})^2 + (\hat{w} - w)^2 + (\hat{h} - h)^2
\]

\[
\text{loss}_{\text{classification}} = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \sum_{k} \sum_{c} \left( y_{ij} \times \hat{y}_{ij} - y_{ij} \times \hat{y}_{ij} \right)
\]

Table- II: Model hyper parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{img}_{x/y} )</td>
<td>Image input width</td>
<td>346px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{img}_{h/w} )</td>
<td>Image input height</td>
<td>346px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{GRID}_{\text{size}} )</td>
<td>Grid size</td>
<td>13 x 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{BATCH} )</td>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{ANCHORS} )</td>
<td>Anchor box dimensions</td>
<td>(0.3669517, 0.4572006) (0.17418965, 0.24217035) (0.08529647, 0.12489262)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{anchors}} )</td>
<td>Number of anchor boxes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{CLASSES} )</td>
<td>Classes over which classification is done</td>
<td>{infected, not_infected}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{classes}} )</td>
<td>Number of classes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\text{coord}} )</td>
<td>Scaling for bounding box loss</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\text{noobj}} )</td>
<td>Scaling for no object loss</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{EPOCH} )</td>
<td>Number of epochs used to train the network</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. RESULTS

A. Anchor Box Estimates

We used bounding boxes only from the training samples to get estimate of anchor box dimensions. We ran K-means for different values of K (number of clusters/anchor boxes). We summarized the results of K-means below.
We see that average IOU over entire dataset increases as we increase number of anchor boxes (as we increase K) which is expected behavior as mentioned in [1]. If greater number of anchor boxes are used in the model, greater will be the accuracy predictions of bounding box coordinates. However, training time is also higher as we increase number of anchor boxes.

B. Model Evaluation

The bounding boxes generated by YoloV2 were pruned by using non-maximal suppression algorithm, in which bounding boxes below certain confidence threshold are discarded and bounding boxes overlapping each other, determined by IOU metric, are discarded. The detections on few samples are shown in Fig 5.

The model was evaluated using metric mean average precision (mAP) for infected and not infected class. We evaluated mAP for IOU = 0.5. The mAP for train dataset is 61.49%. Following table summarizes mAP for train, test data and whole data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>mAP for infected</th>
<th>mAP for not infected</th>
<th>Overall mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>65.27%</td>
<td>17.60%</td>
<td>41.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>46.28%</td>
<td>76.71%</td>
<td>61.49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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